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This svmnosium deals with a whole new world of chemistry-trul; a iecond chemistry. The emphasis here will be on
this point. We can define the territory and also clear away
some underbrush by first examining just what the title
"Properties of Excited States" is intended to mean.
A source of confusion is that the word "state" has two different usages. To the spectroscopist, the state of a molecule
is defined by quantum numbers. He will use term designations
~ of the sodium atom or the
and thus speak of the 2 P l istate
" 2 , state of Oe. In the case of coordination compounds, examnles would be the 4Ts,
and
lieand
-o
- field states of Cr(II1).
When we "assign" the various absorption maxima in the
UV-visible spectrum of a coordination compound, we are
proposing specific state-to-state electronic transitions. Thus
the first major absorption band for Cr(NH3l63+is assigned as
the 4A:!g 2T2g transition. To the spectroscopist, then, an
excited state has different electronic (and rotational and vibrational) quantum numbers than does the ground state.
T h e word "state" has a rather different meaning in thermodynamics. When we speak of, say, HC1 gas a t STP, we
mean a collection of molecules wlth a certain average molar
energy, entropy, free energy, etc. This is not a siugle~pectroscopic state. Rather, we have a Boltzmann distribution of
quantum states. This collection or ensemble has average
properties-the above thermodynamic ones, and many others,
such as density, index of refraction, absorption spectrum, etc.
T h e usual standard state of aqueous Cr(NH&" refers to a
condition of unit activity under 1atm pressure and a t 25 "C.
A collection of ions in this state has certain average bond
lengths and angles; it has thermodynamic properties; it has
chemical reactivity described by one or more rate constants,
each having temperature dependence and corresponding activation energy.
Are there excited states in this second sense of the word?
The important answer is: yes! Most of the inorganic photochemistrv discussed in this series deals with coordination
compounds in solution. Suppose that there is a spectroscopic
eround state A. and a first electronic excited state A*. as ilh t r a t e d in ~ i b r l.
e A* will, in general, have different bond
lengths and aneles than A. The 'A, state of dioxveen has a
different 0 - 0 gond length than the 32,- ground";ate, and
different reaction chemistry. Both spectroscopy and theory
indicate that excited state NO:! and NH3 have a different geometry than does the ground state (I ). Ni(CN)42- and PtC142are square planar in their ground states, but tetrahedral-like
in their first excited states (2). Not too much is known about
hexacoordinate complexes.
Returning to Figure 1,the abscissa is labeled "distortion"
to denote bond length or geometry change in a qualitative
sense. We would need a multidimensional graph to show
anything in detail (assuming details were known). When light
is absorbed by species A, a population of A* states is produced,
and we expect the transition to be a "vertical" one, that is,
electronic rearrangement occurs but no appreciable nuclear
motion. T h e consequence is that A* molecules are not produced in their equilibrium geometry and should therefore be
highly vibrationally excited ( 3 ) . We speak of this as a
Frauck-Condon collection of molecules, A*FC
There is an added complexity in case of a polyatomic
coordination compound in solution. Figure 2 illustrates the
0

-

Figure 1. Energy versus distortion diagram

Figure 2. illustration of solvent cage effect in delaying excited state thermai
equilibration.

problem. Suppose that A is a square planar complex, and that
the equilibrium geometry of A' is tetrahedral. A newly born
A* molecule cannot immediately relax to tetrahedral eeometry-solvent molecules have to get out of the way, and; new
solvation sphere must he established. This takes time. As an
estimate, itshould take about 200 vibrational periods or about
one ps for a solvent molecule to make a diffusional i u m from
~
one position to another. Molecules in solution, like people in
a dense crowd, do not move around smoothly, but rather vibrate for a while in a "cage" of solvent neighbors before
making a discrete jump to a new cage. Our A* molecule is thus
horn in the ground state geometry and in a solvent cage that
delays its relaxation to the equilibrium geometry. We can thus
expect the collection of molecules A * F to
~ make a succession
of configurational adjustments before settling down into an
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eauilibrium Boltzmann distribution of vibrational states. The
whole process may take about 10 ps. The series of light horizontal lines in Figure
1 indicates this succession of adiustments.
We speak of the above process as one of thermal equilibration, and the heavy bar designated A* in Figure 1indicates
the average energy and the qualitative degree of distortion of
thermally equilihrated A*. This is a thermodynamic state; it
represents an ensemble of A* molecules that is a t ambient
temperature with respect to vibrations (a solvated molecule
really does not have translation or free rotation). I have proposed that the phrase "thermally equilihrated excited" be
abbreviated to the term "thexi". Thexi states have a molar
energy, entropy, and free energy and hence standard redox
potentials. They have a definite structure, chemical reactivity,
ahsorption spectrum, etc. Chemically speaking, a thexi state
is an isomer of the ground state. As is true for ground state
species, the properties of thexi states are independent of how
they are prepared.
We can now return to the onenine sentence. For the solution
photochemist the second wdrld ofchemistry is that of thermallv eauilibrated states. All the ~ronerties,all the chemistm.
thaiwe'know for ground state nhecules have changed aid
the photochemist is engaged in exploring this fascinating
realm.
Properties of Thexi States

Preparation
Excited states do not last very long-the longest known
lifetimes of thexi state coordination compounds are in the ms
ranee in room temperature solution, and most are much
shorter. As a conseqknce, they must be prepared in situ, and
a t least four wavs are known. The first is that illustrated in

chanical one treated theoretically in terms of a self-perturhation of a molecule by its own dipole field. So far, however,
the theory has not been particularly useful to photochemists.
The nhenomenon of emission is of ereat exnerimental importan& Its presence tells us, of course, that t'hexi states have
been formed and the emission soectrum identifies the state.
I t was by this means, for example, that the excited state
product of reaction (2) was determined to he [Cr(bpy)33+]*
rather than [Ru(bpy)ifi+l. The emission yield, @,, gives important information. I t is determined by the general relationship

Here, @A. is the yield or efficiency whereby photoexcitation
produces A*, k, is the first order rate constant given by the
reciprocal of the probability that A* will emit in unit time
interval, and k, is the sum of rate constants for all the processes wherehy A* can disappear.
By far the most easily and commonly measured rate
quantity is he, which is just the reciprocal of the emission
lifetime, 7.Ordinarily, all of the processes that add up to k ,
are first order or pseudo-first order, so that he is also a first
order rate constant. Measurements of k , are of crucial importance because it is by this means that one obtains an entrke
into the reaction kinetics of thexi states. Emission lifetimes
are, in general, both temperature and solvent dependent (see
References (9,101 for examples).
Some predictions can he made as to emission lifetimes in
the case of Cr(lI1) complexes (10). Also, a generalization seems
to be that complexes will tend to show emissiou if they have
a low-lying charge transfer state involving a pyridine or
polypyridine ligand.

Emission
As discussed bv others in this series, thexi states mav return

Enerav
-.
Ligand field theory deals with the energies corresponding
to absorption band maxima. It is from these band maxima that
the so-called Dq values and the ligand field series such as the
spectrochemical series are obtained. One is dealing, in other
words, with the energy of the most probable Franck-Condon
state that is arrived a t when lieht is absorbed bv A. This is not
the thexi state energy.
As illustrated in Fieure 1, the thermal eauilihration process
not only involves geometry changes, hut aiso a loss in energy.
The enerev of A* can be thought of as correspondine to the
lowest possible energy for the electronic t k s i t i o ; from
ground to excited state, or essentially to the long wavelength
tail of the absorption hand (not the hand maximum). This is
sometimes known as the zero-zero transition, meaning from
the zero vibrational level of the ground state to the zero vibrational level of the excited state. This may be hard to determine in practice. The long wavelength tail may he masked
by the onset of some second ahsorption band. Even if it is not,
the tail may not end sharply because of some absorption by
vibrationally excited ground state molecules. A rule of thumb
is to take the energy corresponding to the wavelength a t which
the molar extinction coefficient has dropped to 5% of its
maximum value (11 ).
In the case of emission spectra, the same type of argument
as above indicates that the thexi state energy should correspond to the short wavelenfih tail. Moreover, if the absorption
and emission snectra overlan. the reeion of overlan eives a
illusgood indicatiodofthe desirehthexi s t k e energy.
tration. Fieure 3 shows the ahsorntion and emission soectra
for ~ r ( u r e & (12).
+ Two kinds oiemission are present. That
from the 2Eg thexi state nearly overlaps the corresponding
absorption features, and the energy relative to the ground
state must he around 14.2 X 10" cm-1. The spin-allowed

unstatie isomer of a &npound. The process is a wave-mi-

distortion), and it is difficult to pinpoint the energy of the 4TB

is used,; steady state-concentration of A* results; if a pulse
or flash of light is used, an initial population of A* is formed,
which then disappears by one or another rate process. Alternatively, A* may he prepared by energy transfer
A+S*-A"+S

(1)

Here, light is absorbed by sensitizer molecules S, to form S*
which then transfer energy to A. One may form A* directly in
this case, without going through A*Fc. The actual energy
transfer event is a wave-mechanical one and usually takes
place during an encounter, but may also do so a t a distance
(with diminished efficiency) (4).
Thexi states may also be prepared without any kind of
photoexcitation. A number of reactions are now known which
produce an excited state coordination compound. As one example, (51,
Cr(bpy)a2+ + Ru(bpy)i"

-

[Cr(hpy)PI* + Ruihpy)a2+ (2)
.

.. ..

Ling state [ ~ & b p y ) 3 ~ +are
] * so brightly chemiluminescent as
to make a good lecture demonstration (7). Finally, in triboluminescence, a thexi state may be produced by grinding
a solid or by the shock wave of a strong laser pulse ( 8 ) .
An important point is that the properties of thermally
equilibrated states are found to be independent of the method
of their production. It is thus entirely meaningful to discuss
thexi states without specific reference to how they are obtained.
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state. Such uncertainties make it difficult to be sure of the
relative energies of the states in an excited state scheme, or
even their order.
Structure
Much of what is known about thexi state structure for
coordination compounds was summarized in the introduction.
It has been difficult to access this subject experimentally.
Mainly, it has been a matter of analvzina
.
. the vibrational fine
structure ofabstrpttun and emtist<.nspectra 1/31.It1 the r35e
d ('u[Ch'j,,!-, >uch dndvsis I d 10 the cmclusion tbat the Iigand field excited state h a s isotropically expanded relative
to the ground state (14). Non-Oh complexes such as
Cr(NH3)sC12+and Rh(NH3)5C12+were thought to be tetragonally distorted (see also References (15, 16)).Often, however, there is so little vibrational structure to be seen that this
approach finds no leverage.
The alternative theoretical approach encounters as yet
unsurmounted difficulties. Part of the problem may be illustrated as follows. Figure 4 shows the d-orbital energy levels
in crystal field theory for various geometries, expressed in
terms of Dq (17). Shown for the first two cases are the three
electrons for a d3system such as Cr(II1). For the ground state
of an Oh complex, these electrons are put in the tZgset of orbitals and the crystal field stabilization energy is thus 12 Dq.
In the first excited state, one electron is moved to the antibonding e, set, as shown by the dashed arrows, and the net
crvstal field stabilization is now onlv 2 Do. Consider. however.
a pentagonal pyramidal geometry: ~ h e i o w e s quartet
t
state
in d 3 has 7.74 Dq of stabilization. In other words, from the
point of view of crystal field theory, the first excited state in
Oh should he unstable toward distortion to a pentagonal pyramidal geometry.' This type of calculation, however, makes
the comuletelv" daneerous assumotion that excited and mound
state D& are the same.
More sophisticated approaches are based on ligand field
theory, and may make use of orbital angular overlap calculations (18-20). The problem is still that the total bond energy
for a coordination compound is in the hundreds of kcal mole-'
(see ref. (17)). while ligand field calculations deal with the
relatively small perturbition involved in the loss of degeneracy
of the d-orbital set. Otherwise uut, it has been difficult to
construct good radial components to the wave functions so as
to allow accurate calculation of the total energy as a function
of bond length and geometry. A further problem is that of
estimating the effect of geometry of a complex on its solvation
energy.

-

Spectroscopy
Thexi states have characteristic absorption spectra, just as
any chemical species does. The measurement of excited state

Y

" lo-',

cm-'

Figure 3. Absorption (left ordinate) and emission (right Ordinate) spectra for
Cr(~rea),~+
(from Ref. ( 12)).

Figure 4. Crystal field orbital energies for various symmetries
absorption, ESA, is still relatively uncommon, however.
Typically, one uses a light source or monitoring beam a t right
angles to the laser pulse that generates A*, and meapures the
attenuation of the beam a t a series of wavelengths. Complete
time-resolved spectra can in principle he obtained using an
enhanced vidicon detector. Usuallv. A* is also an emitting
jtr,te. ,lad ir I.; a strung crmrirmatitm that thr tr;~nsit.mah
aorntion ii indwd ESA :i :t o e c a \ ~with the ~ ~ I I tI mi+im
II.
lifetime.
Some examdes of ESA suectra are the followina. Reinecke's
salt, t r a n s - ~ r ( ~ ~ 3 ) 5 ( has
~ ~ an
~ ) ESA
4 - sp&trum with
maxima a t about 370 nm and 520 nm (21). as compared to 303
n k , 452 nm, and 520 nm for the ground state. ESA has been
observed for other thiocyanate-containing Cr(II1) complexes
(22). Aqueous Rh(NH:JsC12+and Rh(NH3kBr2+show ESA
maxima a t 490 nm and 620 nm, resuectivelv (231, as compared
to ground state maxima a t 277nmind 349nm, and a t 359 nm
and 424 nm, respectively. ESA spectra have been reported for
W(C0)5L complexes, L = 4-acetylpyridine, 4-henzoylpyridine,
and 4-cyanopyridine, in various solvents (24). In these last
cases, it was possible to know the concentration of the A*
species, and thus to obtain absolute extinction coefficient
values. An ESA spectrum has also been reported for
Ru(bpv)?+ (25). In all of these cases, the ESA is attributed
to a charge transfer type of transition.
No infrared ESA (ESIR) has been reported for a coordination compound. However, an excited state resonance
Raman spectrum was found for the emitt~ngstate of
Ru(bpy)?Z+ (261, as shown in Figure 5. This thexi state is
thoueht to be charae transfer in nature, that is, to have electron density moved from the metal center out to the ligands,
relative to the around state. The important conclusion from
the Raman spectrum is that this elkctron appears to be localized on one of the bipyridine ligands, rather than to be in
a fully delocalized orbital. It has been suggested tbat a carbon
alpha to a nitrogen actually hydrates in the excited state
(27).
.

..

' As an execcase. correspondmg calcular~onscan oe made for other

d" systems, and for other geometr es shown.
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order. The former include unimolecular homolytic or heterolytic bond fission, and also solvation reactions in which
solvent displaces ligand in a concerted manner. In the case of
Cr(II1) ammines, some systematization of the chemistry has
been possible, in terms of photolysis rules which predict which
ligand will be labilized (32).These rules have been rationalized
in terms of ligand field theory (18-20). In the cases of
Cr(en):<3+(en = ethylenediamine) and W(CO)6, the actual
kinetics of primary photoproduct formation have been reported (33,341.
Many thexi states last long enough to undergo second order
reactions. Reactions in solution take place following a diffusional encounter of the reactants, and this encounter frequency is given approximately by

Figure 5. Excited State resonance Raman spectra for R u ( b p y ) ~ ~ +(from
'
Ref.
127)).

Photochemistry
A thexi state may show photochemistry, that is, reaction
following photoexcitation to a higher energy state. Experimentally, this means that two photons are absorbed, one to
produce A * , and a second, to produce the reactive A**. Two
photon redox decomposition of Co(II1) ammines has been
reported, using focused laser light (28). The light was of
wavelength such that essentiallv no nhotoreaction would ordinarilyie observed; the yield of C ~ ~ Iwas
I ) indeed light intensitv
We found similar results. usine" a focused
.deuendent.
.
laser pulse (29). A concern, however, was that since Co(II1)
ammines are thermodvnamicallv unstable toward redox decomposition, it was possible that the high field generated by
an intense laser source mirht he resoonsible for the decom-

-.....---.

A case of substitutional thexi state uhotochemistrv was
1
Ull I TIr ' <%),. 'I'hc v\ip~rime~it
c.w~,ixted
~hhrrvtd~ 1 1 1 HIII
131 11311ig.I n~ixtdl.twr ilulie 111 530 nln . I I I ~.:3
ntn l~ghl.
'l'he

however, the ratio of bromide to ammonia release was i:0.64
instead of the normal 1:lO. Since the ESA was probably due
to a charge transfer transition, one might expect the substitution photochemistry to he mainly one of bromide aquation.
in analogy to the charge transfer photochemistry of
CoiNH3)5BrH+.
Rate Processes and Chemistry
I have reserved for the last of this series of properties those
that have in fact been the most widely studied. Most of the
other papers of this symposium deal with the chemistry and
rate processes of thexi states, in one emphasis or another, and
only a brief outline is needed here.
There are two groups of rate processes. First, we have those
which chanee
" the electronic confieuration. hut do not involve
change in composition; these are called non-radiative. Subcategories are interml conversion (from one state to another),
bntersystem crossing (from one type of state to another, such
as with spin change), and non-rad~atcuerelaxatcon (usually
to the ground state). All of these are first order kinetically.
Althoueh nominallv intramolecular nrocesses. the rates do
depend on solvent medium, and on temperature and pressure
(311.
The second group of processes comprises those that involve
change in composition or charge. These may be first or second
800
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where kdis the bimolecular encounter rate constant, r m , the
average radius of the reactants, and DAB,their average diffusion coefficient; No is Avogadro's number,and fallows for
electrostatic attraction or repulsion if the reactants are
charged (35). A representative value of kd in aqueous media
is 5 X lo9 M-Is-'. For a reaction A* B -products, if [B] is
0.02 M, the pseudo first-order rate constant for A* encounters
is thus 1 X los s-'. In this case, any thexi state of lifetime
longer than about 10 ns can he intercepted by an encounter.
Because of the solvent cage effect, the encounter typically lasts
some two hundred vibration times, and if reaction occurs
within this period, the process is said to be diffus~on-controlled. The reaction may he activated, of course, hut every
1.5kcal mole-'of activation energy beyond about the first 3
kcal mole-' reduces the chance of reaction during an encounter by a factor of about 10. Thus for a reaction having 12
kcal mole-' activation energy, the emission lifetime of the
thexi state would have to he about 106 X 10-8or 0.01 s for such
reaction to he competitive. This is about the upper limit of
observed lifetime values.
There are several types of bimolecular reactions of excited
states. One may have excitation energy transfer as in eqn. (I),
to produce A and B*. The process is known as quenching if
A* is the species of interest, and as sensitization if B* is the
center of attention. Electron transfer, such as to give A+ and
B-, is an important process, especially in solar energy conversion schemes. We observed the first example some ten
vears aeo (361, and since then hundreds of oaners have aopearedisee the Symposium contribution b; &in, p. 809).
There mav also be excited state rot on transfer and uossihlv
anation reactions.

+

Non-Thexl State Processes
I have, so far, considered only processes involving thexi
states. These can all be represented by well-behaved rate
constants, ones that ohev Arrhenius or transition state reaction rate theory. We aredealing with chemical and isomerization reactions of well defined substances. There is one exception, k,. As explained earlier, the theory of emission is a
complex one involving field wave mechanics, and k, may depend on unusual variables such as the index of refraction of
the medium. Not much is known about temperature and
medium effects on k,; however, the usual assumption, which
may not always be safe, is that k , is an intramolecular property
which is not sensitive to "outside" conditions.
There are, in addition, processes which donot involve thexi
states. Cr(II1) photochemistry is discussed by Kirk (p. 843,
this Symposium), hut a diagram we have used is shown in
Figure 6. There is a quartet and a doublet thexi state, only the
latter usually showing emission. (Ligand field theory predicts
additional low-lying states if the complex is of less than Oh
symmetry, hut we need not consider this complication here.)
Note the process labeled pisc, for prompt intersystem
crossing. Here, the possihility is allowed for that intersystem
crossing may occur during thermal equilibration. That is, a

distrihution of Franck-Condon quartet states is produced on
light absorption. These relax in energy and in geometry toward
the quartet thexi state hut, during this relaxation, find a path
to the douhlet thexi state. While one can speak of the efficiency or fraction fpi, of intersystem crossing, it is not all clear
that ordinary chemical rate theory applies (also, fpis,should
he excitation wavelength dependent). In the case of certain
thiocyanate-containing Cr(II1) complexes, the pisc process
occurred within about 10 us (22).
can ce;tainly he the case in gas phase phot&hemistry, hut is
not usuallv considered to be likely in solution, on the grounds
sion quencher could, in principle, be prompt.
Finally, there is the possibility of a "hot" ground state reaction. This is really a special case of the prompt reaction.
Internal conversion of an excited state to the ground state
electronic configuration must pass through highly vihrationally excited or hot ground states, essentially AFC. Depending on its wavelength, UV-visible light has 50-100 kcal
per mole of light quanta and, in a non-radiative relaxation to
the ground state, this amount of energy is dumped into vibrations and quickly migrates out to the solvent medium.
Most chemical reactions of coordination compounds have
activation energies in the 20-30 kcal mole-' range, so there
is ample energy present to form the transition state for the
ordinary ground state reaction. Such reactions tend to he
discounted, however, on the grounds that in a multi-atom
molecule, the vibrational energy states passed through during
a non-radiative relaxation are determined by wave mechanical
overlap factors, and the chance of these states including just
those vihrations that lead to chemical reaction is small. In the
case of Co(1II) ammines, for example, quantum yields for
aquation reaction are very small (with visihle light), so that
most of the time the excited state energy is indeed dissipated
without any reaction taking place.
Some Challenges

A remarkable number of challenges and problems confront
the inorganic uhotochemist of todav. After all. this second
griund state chemistry. We conclude'this paper by descrikng
some of the present frontiers.

distortion
Figure 6 . Energy versus distortion diagram for a Cr(lll1 complex.

Photochemistry
This suhject could he elaborated on almost indefinitely;
there is space here only to mention the two most important
aspects. The first is that of exploratory photochemistry. All
manner of compounds remain to be studied. Also, for many
compounds on which some photochemistry has been reported,
much more needs to be done on the effects of irradiation
wavelength, temperature, and solvent on the reaction chemistry and on quantum yields. Further systematizations in the
way of photolysis (and emission) rules can be expected, and
further advances in application of theory. See References ( 4 )
and (37) for useful reviews.
The second aspect, that of mechanistic photochemistry, is
just developing. In ground state chemistry we generally know
what our reactant is, but in inorganic photochemistry it has
heen rather difficult to establish which thexi state is the
chemically reactive one since alternative schemes can he
consistent with the data. Note References (38,39) regarding
douhlet versus quartet reactive states for Cr(III), and References 123. 24) for alternative schemes in the case of Rh(II1)
they may be formulating ligand field explanations around the
wrone thexi state!
~ h k ise also the matter of the mechanism of the primary
photoreaction. Is it a homolytic or a heterolytic bond fission;
is it solvent-assisted or concerted? Is the transition state for
an octahedral c o m ~ l e xfive or seven coordinate? The study
of reaction mechanism has occupied coordination chemists
for the past twenty or more years, and there are still unresolved questions (see Ref. (411). The difficulties are no less for
thexi state reactants, although stimulating proposals have
come from ligand field theorists (20). Some of these are discussed in the papers that follow.
Structure
One of the great challenges of today is that of determining
the structure of thexi states. This is virtually unknown territory; as mentioned earlier, only indirect inferences have been
possihle so far, from analyses of the vibrational detail of ahsorption and emission hands. Resonance Raman spectroscopy
is apt to be of increasing importance. The method is currently
limited to strong ESA absorptions, however, and tends to
"see" not the molecule as a whole but just those vihrations that
couple with the electronic transition.
It should he possible to obtain complete infrared absorption
spectra for thexi states (ESIR). Already, infrared spectra have
been reported for short-lived chemical intermediates (42,431.
It is hut a short step to apply existing techniques to those thexi
states that are relatively long-lived.
A maior helo would he to have a uowerful source of infrared
light-a pulsed source, and the development of such a source
is one of our current interests. The urinciule is as follows. If
a pulsed laser beam is focused in air (or in various liquid
media), a plasma of ions and electrons is produced. This
plasma effect has been known for some fifteen years and has,
in fact, been used as a transient source of visihle light in
monitoring experiments (see Ref. (22)).We have discovered
that such plasmas are also a strong source of infrared radiation, acting like a very hot black body.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 7. A laser
pulse of 1060 nm from an amplified Nd laser is partially frequency-doubled to 530 nm (or tripled to 353 nm), and this
portion of the pulse is incident on the solution of the complex
to he studied. The pulse can he of sufficient energy to convert
momentarily most of the ground state molecules to a thexi
state.
The other portion of the 1060 nm pulse is brought around
to the side of the cell, and focused to generate the plasma.
Light from the plasma is filtered to allow only infrared radiation to pass through the cell, and the transmitted radiation
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(16) Wi1son.R. R..Snlornun. R. 1.. J Amer i.'hem. Soc.. 102,4085%409511080).
ed., W i i w N e r
(17) Bssolu. F..l'oarson.R.G.,"MechaniamoflnureanicKesrlionr:2nd

.

.,,.

"...A

then enters an infrared monochromator and thence a liquid
nitrogen-cooled Hg(Cd)Te detector. The transmitted intensity is compared with that for solvent only in the cell. On repeating with different wavelengths, an absorption spectrum
is obtained. We hope to have our first spectra bv the time this
paper goes to
Later, we hope to obtain e&re spectra a t
once, with the use of a dispersion monochromator and a detector array.
Spectra from ESIR should he of great value. They will tell
us what has happened to characteristic group frequencies,
such as CO in carbonyl complexes, and hence to bond
strengths. From band splittings, the thexi state symmetry of
some of the simpler coordination compounds may be indicated.
A final note: my students gave me a pair of license plate
holders this last Christmas. One says: "Photochemists do it
in a flash." Our experiments are indeed quick, but it will still
take much work by many people really to develop the second
world of chemistry. The second license plate holder said:
"Honk, if you are thexi." Photochemistry must be thriving!
I've had several honks in my freeway driving.
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